
With versatility to delight both employees and customers, 
the HP Engage Go 10 can seamlessly transition from an 
all-in-one countertop POS to a sleek and light mobile 
tablet designed to optimize the customer experience 
while keeping employees agile and efficient.  
Built for today’s demanding business landscape in retail, healthcare and 
hospitality, the Engage Go 10 is durable, highly secure, ideally sized and 
integrates key accessories so employees can conduct business wherever 
and however they prefer. With its flexible design, employees can go from 
at-the-counter checkouts to in-aisle inventory checks and even curbside 
transactions using just one system.   

The Engage Go 10 offers industry-leading security for devices and data. 
Safeguarded with HP Wolf Security for Business features, employees 
receive standard, automatic updates and security checks, including HP 
BIOSphere, HP Sure Start, HP Sure Run, HP Sure Click and more. With 
the included HP Smart Dock software, employees can customize unlock 
procedures, track devices and manage system permissions to reduce 
opportunities for theft and protect devices. 

Run demanding software solutions and get customers quickly on their 
way with an 11th generation Intel® Core™ processor that delivers powerful 
performance and productivity. With a 10-inch diagonal screen and familiar 
operating system, employees enjoy an easy-to-use mobile system that 
can run common, non-mobile apps. 

HP Engage Go systems are built to last. Devices are designed to pass 
rigorous military standard testing, resist dust and liquid intrusion and 
withstand frequent sanitization to ensure greater operator efficiency 
and functionality. 
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Benefits of the HP Engage Go 10 
•   Up to 9 hours of battery life for  

improved productivity 

•   Recharge the battery up to 50%  
within 30 minutes 

•   Power through shifts while running 
efficiently and reliably with 16GB of 
memory

•   With a five-year product lifecycle and 
10-year service life, devices are built  
to last

•   Built with ocean-bound and recycled 
plastics for increased sustainability


